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walking on the mountain, for inspecting the troops and
the Red Cross hospitals.
His best Arabs were brought up to Dessye. The Emperor
had a good eye for a horse, and liked to discuss their points
with Kosrof Borgossian, the chief of his stable. His Arabs
and his cars were kept in the grounds of the Commerical
Agency. The Emperor of Ethiopia had the gift of appearing
at all times, even in the middle of war, completely detached
and poised above the melee, pursuing his quiet, rather
delicate and well-dressed life without noting overmuch the
noise which surrounded him.
In the house he worked day and night, organising the last
detail in the construction of the two northward roads, that
to Korem and the branch road to Lalibela. Seeing that the
food caravans went through Dessye regularly. Negotiating
with troublesome chiefs. Writing to his wife and his Council
in Addis about his League policy ... air raid precautions
. . , the decent treatment of Europeans. Codifying and
improving his regulations for the Ethiopian tactic against
western arms—all except the spraying of mustard gas, which
he did not foresee.
The only evidences of war, besides his khaki uniform,
were hidden away behind the house. Here, under branches
of mimosa and bluegum, was the anti-aircraft machine-gun
which he had learnt to handle. The Emperor had a liking
for arms of precision : accuracy, the neat bull's eye, were
to his taste. Next to the gun was his dugout, with a store
of ammunition. Above, the mountain-side of Ethiopia,
rock and sweet grass. . . .
Heavy bombardments in the centre of the country
began with the first week of December. Dessye and
Gondar, the two bases for the feeding of the northern
Ethiopian armies, were attacked. The object in both
cases was demoralisation, but at Dessye the Emperor was
a special target.
On Friday, December 6, six aeroplanes circled over the
Portuguese palace of Gondar and the overgrown cobbles
which form its streets. After a double turn they released
their bombs, over fifty of middle size and innumerable
incendiaries. Four women and six children were killed,
for the fighting men had gone to the war with Kassa and

